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66. The evolution of Armenian 1147

1. Varieties of Armenian

This chapter outlines the historical development of the dialects making up the Armenian
branch of the Indo-European language family. We follow Kortlandt (1985) in referring
to the common ancestor of the modern dialects as “Common Armenian”; the language
is not attested in any written sources at this stage, and so Common Armenian must be
reconstructed based on comparison of the modern dialects and comparative evidence
from other branches of Indo-European. The language is first known to have been written
down with the introduction of Christianity in around the year 405, when a cleric named
Mesrop Mashtots created a new alphabet for writing Armenian translations of Christian
texts (Russell 1999). There have been four main literary varieties of Armenian, at differ-
ent times and places in history:
Classical Armenian was the standard literary language in the fifth century, and is the

earliest attested form of the language. No literature from before the Christianization of
Armenia survives; most of the early literature in the classical period consists of transla-
tions of Christian texts from Greek or Syriac (Thomson 1989).

We cannot identify Common Armenian with Classical Armenian, since some modern
dialects preserve archaisms reconstructible from Indo-European that are lost in Classical
Armenian, so they must descend from an unwritten earlier language also preserving
these archaisms. One example is the form for ‘milk’, Classical Armenian kɑthn,
which in comparison with Greek γάλα, γάλακτος and Latin lac, lactis suggests a Mediter-
ranean proto-form (if not Indo-European root) *gl̥gt- (Martirosyan 2010). Both the syl-
labic *l̥ and the second *g have been lost in the classical form, while the remaining two
stops have undergone the expected shift to k and th, respectively (Karst 1901). In the
dialect of Agulis, however, we have kɑχtsh, with a -χ- not found in the classical
form (but found in certain other dialects; cf. Hawarik kɑχs, Achaṛyan 1973: 481).
Achaṛyan (1901) takes this -χ- to be the result of a proto-form *kɑɫtsh, where the dark
*ɫ is a reflex of the original *l seen in Latin and Greek. Since these dialects preserve an
archaic form not found in the classical language, it seems reasonable to propose that
these dialects split off from Common Armenian before Classical Armenian innovated
the loss of the *ɫ, and so Common and Classical Armenian are not the same stage of the
language. (See Martirosyan 2010 for extensive discussion of further archaisms found in
the modern dialects.)
Middle Armenian is attested from the 11th to the 15th centuries (Karst 1901: 1). Most

Armenian varieties of this period have only fragmentary attestation; Cilician Armenian
happens to have survived because it was the official literary language of Cilicia, a king-
dom founded by Armenian refugees in southern Anatolia. This Cilician variety is ances-
tral to modern dialects of Cilicia (notably those of Hadjin, Marash, and Zeytun). As
Karst (1901) extensively documents, many of the morphological and syntactic features
of Modern Armenian already appear in Middle Armenian, such as the agglutinative
number-case system in nouns and the use of particles such as ku/gu in the verbal
system.

Many scholars, including Parnassian (1985) and Lassiter (2016), believe that there
was a further major stage in the evolution of Modern Armenian from Middle Armenian,
which following Kostandnupōlsets‘i (1674: 3) and Schröder (1711) they call Civil Arme-
nian ( khɑʁɑkhɑkɑn hɑjɛɾɛn, or for Schröder lingua civilis). Ac-
cording to Motalová (apud Zgusta 1971: 192−193), this emerged in the seventeenth
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century and contained elements of Grabar (the classical literary language) and various
non-standard dialects, and was predominantly used in letters, administration, the courts,
scientific literature, and newspapers. (Zekiyan 1997: 338 states that Civil Armenian first
emerged in the fourteenth century and was initially called rɑmkoɾen [‘com-
mon’ or ‘vulgar’ language].) According to Zekiyan, Civil Armenian predated the split
of modern literary Armenian into Eastern and Western varieties in the middle of the
nineteenth century; it had “almost a unitary character as much as unity at a formation
stage of the language is allowed” and was “a common means of literary expression for
all Armenians. Hence most probably it was also, aside from the various dialects, a
common means of oral communication, especially used and developed by the travelling
merchants” (Zekiyan 1997: 338).

Parnassian (1985) argues that 17th-century Civil Armenian texts such as Zakʿaria
Aguletsʿi’s diary (1647−1664; cf. Ter-Avetisyan 1938) show a mix of Western and East-
ern features; for example, they tend to construct the present tense with forms of ku,
the perfect tense with forms of the - -ɛɾ participle, and the ablative case with - -ɛ (all
Western); but they tend to employ the locative - -um (Eastern) and the genitive plural
in - -i (E; Western - -u). Nichanian (1989: 273−277) adds that Kostandnupōlsetsʿi
uses piti as a future (W) rather than an obligatory (E) marker in his version of
Civil Armenian.

These generalizations do not hold for all Civil Armenian documents; for example,
the version of Civil Armenian described by Schröder (1711), which appears to be based
on the speech of his informant Lucas Nurigianides (cf. Schröder 1711: 1.6), uses ku
for the future tense (E) and both W/Classical - -ɛ and E - -itsh for the ablative
(Lassiter 2016).

Zekiyan (1997: 338) asserts that the power and influence of the Armenian merchant
elites in Constantinople, Tbilisi, and Erevan most prominently associated with Civil
Armenian began to wane in the mid-eighteenth century, precipitating a decline in the
use of this form of the language and ultimately leading to the rise of the Modern Eastern
and Western literary languages in the mid-nineteenth century. Zekiyan (1997: 338)
echoes the general belief among Armenians and armenologists that these were based on
the dialects of Erevan and Constantinople respectively, but dialectologically informed
examination of the phonological, morphological, and lexical features of the literary varie-
ties suggests that the situation is more complicated than this.

Consider first Standard Western Armenian (SWA), which is normally taken to be
based on the dialect of Istanbul (IA). Adjarian (1906) outlines this view of the history
of SWA in a series of steps. When the Turks invaded in the 11th century, the survivors
spoke Middle Armenian as a lingua franca based on spoken Armenian. This began to
fall apart for two reasons: firstly, the Cilician Armenians dispersed in the 15th century,
after the kingdom of Cilicia dissolved following the invasion of the Mamluks in the 14th
century. Secondly, the Turco-Persian wars of the 15th century onwards were fought main-
ly in Armenia, scattering the Armenian language as refugees established communities
elsewhere, including in Constantinople. With the late 18th century came the establish-
ment of the first Armenian schools in Constantinople; shortly afterwards, the new dialect
began to be written in Constantinople, Smyrna, and Venice, and disseminated in print
through newspapers, journals, and by missionaries. The 1848 revolutions spurred move-
ments to replace the classical language with this new dialect as a standard, and since
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Standard Eastern Armenian (SEA) was banned by the Ottoman government at that point,
SWA subsequently developed with minimal influence from eastern varieties.

If we compare the traditional Istanbul dialect described in 1941 by Achaṛean, himself
a speaker of the dialect, to SWA as described by Bardakjian and Thomson (1977), a
somewhat different picture emerges. The outcomes of the stop series differ, for example:
IA belongs to Group 3 and preserves original word-initial voiced stops unchanged (e.g.

‘thing’ → [bɑn]), whereas SWA, like all Group 5 dialects, devoices and aspirates
them ([phɑn]). Word-initial mid vowels diphthongize in SWA ( [jɛɾgu] ‘two’,
[vɔsgi] ‘gold’), but not in IA ([ɛɾgu], [ɔsgi]). Morphologically, IA differs from SWA in
negating the present tense with the old preposition i ‘in’, as in [tʃ hɛm i gɑɾ]
‘I’m not coming’ vs. SWA [tʃ hɛm khɑɾ]. Yes-no questions employ the Turkish
clitic - -mi in IA but not SWA; compare IA [gə siɾɛ mi] ‘does he love?’
with SWA [gə siɾɛ]. Numerous verbs belong to the - ɑ-conjugation in IA but
the - ɛ- or - i-conjugation in SWA, such as IA [dɛsnɑl] ‘see’ vs. SWA
[dɛsnɛl], IA [χɔsɑl] ‘speak’ vs. SWA [χ sil].

The lexical differences between Istanbul and SWA are equally striking and pervasive:
IA [phɑjɾingun] ‘good evening’ vs. SWA [phɑɾi iɾigun], IA

[ɔjɾɔɾth] ‘lady’ vs. SWA [ɔɾiɔɾth], IA [vɔv] ‘who’ vs. SWA [ɔv],
etc.

It is similarly difficult to maintain the common belief that Standard Eastern Armenian
is based on the Erevan dialect (EA) once one examines the relationship between the two.
The pronunciation of the vowels is significantly different in the Erevan dialect than in
SEA, as was noted by Gharibyan (1948: 75) and remains true at the time of writing this
chapter. EA stresses the penultimate syllable, whereas SEA resembles French in stressing
the rightmost full vowel in a word; EA also undergoes extensive reduction of unstressed
vowels, unlike SEA: contrast SEA [gəɾum ɛm] ‘I write’ with EA ’
[ghəɾəm ɛm] (loc. cit.). This example shows moreover that EA differs from SEA in
having a fourth stop series, voiced aspirates, corresponding to SEA (and Classical Arme-
nian) plain voiced stops in word-initial position. EA, but not SEA, also voices original
plain voiceless stops in medial and final position, as in SEA [phɑjt] ‘wood’ :
EA [phɛd], SEA [kɑtu] ‘cat’ : EA [kɑdu] (Gharibyan 1948: 76).
Morphologically, EA differs from SEA in forming the plural of many polysyllabic vow-
el-final nouns with -[kh], whereas SEA employs the standard polysyllabic plural suffix
- -[nɛɾ]: contrast SEA [ɑjginɛɾ] ‘vineyards’ with EA [ikhjikh] (Ghari-
byan 1948: 77). The obligatory in EA can optionally be formed in a manner not found
in SEA, wherein the obligatory marker is placed after the infinitive and conjugated, as
in EA [kɑɾthɑl pədɛm] ‘I must read’ : SEA [piti kɑɾdɑm]
(Gharibyan 1948: 83; see also Asatryan 1980).

In sum, the literary dialects appear to have arisen not from the dialects of Constantino-
ple and Erevan, but from something like Civil Armenian combined with elements of
various Western or Eastern dialects, including but not limited to the varieties spoken in
the respective capitals. To take just two SWA examples, the Classical verb
[uʁɑɾkɛl] ‘send’ surfaces in current SWA as [ʁəɾgɛl]; this does not accord with the
Istanbul form [χəɾgɛl], but rather is what we find in the dialects of Akhaltskha
and Sivas among others. For the verb ‘swell’, Classical Armenian attests [urnul]
and [urtʃ hil]; corresponding to this we find [urnɑl] (HAB [=Achaṛyan
1973] 607) in Istanbul (as well as Rodosto and Sivas). The SWA form however is
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[uril] (Guyumchean 1970: 640; Sargsyan 1991: 293), as we find not in Istanbul but in
many other Western dialects including Mush, Suczawa, Van, Axalcxa, Erzerum, Moks,
Tigranakert, Nor Naxichevan, and Hamshen (HAB 607). The fact that the standard liter-
ary varieties draw on dialects beyond those of Constantinople and Erevan is perhaps not
surprising, given the diverse regional origins of the speakers and writers of the language
from its formative period to the present day.

2. Foreign influences

The evolution of Armenian has been affected not just by the endogenous dialectal forces
just described, but also by an array of exogenous influences. One of the hallmarks of
Armenian is the extent to which it has adapted elements from other languages, a process
which has continued from the pre-historic and Classical periods (cf. Clackson, this hand-
book) to the present day. While all forms of Armenian have been extensively influenced
by, among others, Middle Iranian languages, Turkish and Azeri, and Arabic, over the
past two centuries, the modern literary varieties have been differentially affected by the
ambient languages of their sociopolitical milieux: Russian in the case of SEA, Persian
in the case of Iranian Armenian, and Turkish in the case of SWA (though most of the
modern Turkish lexical elements in the latter were excised following the Genocide of
1915−1924).

In the lexical domain, exogenous influences can take the form of direct lexical bor-
rowing, calquing, and semantic differentiation. SEA for instance contains a host of Rus-
sian borrowings not found in SWA, such as [mɑjkɑ] and [futbɔlkɑ]
‘(t-)shirt’, from Russian майка and футболка, respectively. The SWA equivalent is

[ ʃɑbig], itself a loan from Middle Iranian šabīg, which Mackenzie (1971) glosses
as ‘Mazdean ritual undershirt’, though the derivation from Iranian *xšap-ika- ‘night’
suggests that it originally meant something like ‘night-shirt’. Similarly on a hot day in
the Republic of Armenia or Moscow one might ask for [mɑɾɔʒni] ‘ice cream’,
from Russian моро́женое [mɐˈroʐɨnəjə]; compare SWA [bɑʁbɑʁɑg], a redu-
plicated derivative of native [bɑʁ] ‘cold’. (Some SEA speakers now use their
equivalent, [pɑʁpɑʁɑk].)

Calquing from Russian surfaces in words such as [inkhnɑthir] ‘airplane’,
based on Russian самолёт [səmɐˈljɵt], both of which have the morphological structure
‘self-fly’; compare SWA (and Iranian Armenian) [ɔthɑnɑv], based on archaic
English airship. The SEA verb [zɑngɛl] ‘call on the telephone’ is a calque on
Russian звонить [zvɐˈnjitj], both literally meaning ‘to ring (a bell)’; SWA
[hɛrɑtshɑjnɛl] on the other hand is a calque on French téléphoner, both being verbal
derivatives of ‘sound-from-a-distance’. With respect to cars, SEA
[ɑvtɔmɔbil] is a direct borrowing from Russian автомобиль [ɐftəmɐˈbjilj], whereas SWA

[inkhnɑʃɑɾʒ] is a calque on French automobile, literally ‘self-moving’.
When borrowed words come into competition with pre-existing native forms, seman-

tic differentiation (change in the meaning of either the original or the incoming synonym)
often results. An SEA example involves the edible tuber of the Solanum tuberosum
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plant, or ‘potato’. Originally cultivated in the Andes, this vegetable made its way to
Europe following the Spanish conquest in the mid-16th century, and shows up in Armeni-
an as getnaxnjor (literally ‘earth-apple’) soon thereafter. (Awetik‘ean et al.
1836: 540 cites the two earliest examples as being from an unspecified medical text
[ Bžškaran], but this must be later than the most famous Bžškaran by Amir-
dovlatʿ Amasiatsʿi, which dates to the late fifteenth century, before the introduction of
the potato to the Old World. It is not clear to us how to square the linguistic evidence
from Armenian with the proposal that the potato was introduced to Iran [and hence
presumably Armenia] by John Malcolm in the early 19th century [Reader 2008: 246].)
The Armenian form getnaxnjor appears to be a calque on French pomme
de terre (perhaps via Persian sebi zamīnī), and remains the form for ‘potato’ in SWA
and Iranian Armenian. Modern SEA has now imported Russian картофель [kɐrˈtof jɪlj]
as [kɑɾtɔfil], and this serves as the word for potato for many speakers, whereas
[gɛtnɑχəndzɔɾ] has shifted in meaning to ‘yam’ or ‘Jerusalem artichoke’.

3. Phonology

Turning to the phonological evolution of Armenian in the historical period, one signifi-
cant way in which the varieties of the language vary is in their treatment of the three
stop series inherited from Proto-Indo-European. The outcomes of these series vary most-
ly with respect to Voice Onset Time (and indeed, Adjarian first came up with the concept
of Voice Onset Time while studying laryngeal contrasts across Armenian dialects; cf.
Adjarian 1889 and Braun 2013). A summary of the outcomes of word-initial stops is
given in Table 66.1, together with the traditional classification and representative dialects
from each group.

Tab. 66.1: Armenian dialect stop series

group *D *Dh *T example dialects

1 D Dh Th Sivas

2 T Dh D Erevan, New Julfa

3 D D Th Istanbul

4 D T Th Sasun, MidA, Kesab

5 D Th Th Malatya, SWA

6 T D Th Classical, SEA

7 T T Th Van

Here D stands for voiced stops, Dh for voiced aspirated stops, T for voiceless stops, and
Th for voiceless aspirated stops. Note that in some dialects, such as Van, we see a merger
of two of the series. The behavior of loanwords suggests that these changes occurred
across the dialects between the 6th and 13th centuries (Weitenberg 2002: 148). By way
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of example, consider the PIE words for ‘ten’, ‘I carry’, and ‘eight’, and their reflexes in
a sample of dialects in Table 66.2:

Tab. 66.2: Reflexes of the PIE stop series

group *D *Dh *T variety

*dek̑m̥t *bher- *ok̑tō: PIE

‘ten’ ‘I carry’ ‘eight’

1 dɑsə bhɛɾɛm uthə Sivas

2 tɑsə bhiɛɹiɛm uth New Julfa

3 dɑsə bɛɾɛm uthu Istanbul

4 dɑs pɛɾəm uth Sasun

5 dɑsə phɛɾɛm uthə SWA

6 tɑsn bɛɾɛm uth Classical

7 tɑs piɾɛm uth Van

Under the assumption that Group 6 represents the Proto-Armenian situation (see
Pisowicz 1976), as Classical Armenian is the oldest attested variety, an ordering paradox
arises in deriving the Group 4 series. The problem is that we seem to have an inversion
of the *D and *Dh series: Classical tełi ‘place’ corresponds to Kesab diɛʁ, while Classi-
cal deł ‘drug’ to Kesab tiɛʁ. But if either the d > t or the t > d change happened prior
to the other, we would see a merger, as the second change would in each case restore
the original sound, extending it to both original series.

One solution to this problem would be to take another series to be original; taking
Group 6 to be original produces, as we have seen, an ordering paradox with respect to
4; and 3, 5, and 7 all involve mergers and so cannot be original; therefore, it appears
that either 1 or 2 must be original. If so, this has the consequence that the voiced aspirates
in groups 1 and 2 descend directly from the original Proto-Indo-European voiced aspi-
rates, and so also avoids the complication of having to propose any sound changes in
between (Garrett 1998).

The behavior of Greek and Iranian loanwords poses problems for this analysis of the
voiced aspirates as original, however. If Group 1 is original, the incoming voiced stops
should be assigned to the *D series, which would then come out as plain voiceless in
Group 6; a /b/ borrowed into Common Armenian should come out as a /p/ in Classical
Armenian, for example. But we see loanwords present in multiple dialects (and so recon-
structible for Common Armenian) that do not show this behavior: Greek bēma ‘stage’
appears as Classical bēm, and not *pēm. By the same reasoning, the change w > g
ought to give *k in Group 6, if Group 1 were original, whereas from the word ‘wine’
we see Classical gini, and not *kini, as we would expect if it were first borrowed
into an ancestral Group 1 dialect as gini.

We therefore need to treat Group 6 as original after all, and somehow derive the
Group 4 situation. Taking inspiration from our last hypothesis, we can propose that
Group 4 arose via an intermediate Group 1 stage, even though this stage was not part
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of Common Armenian. We need to propose a sound change *D > *Dh in Groups 1 and
2, whereby the original Group 6 voiced series (which in turn came from the Proto-
Indo-European voiced aspirate series) became a voiced aspirate series. Pisowicz (1976)
proposes that this sound change happened in Group 4 as well; Group 4 can then be
derived from Group 1 by deaspirating (and subsequently devoicing) the voiced aspirate
series, to reach the attested facts.

An interesting change affecting vowels in some modern dialects is Adjarian’s Law,
in which back vowels undergo certain changes after voiced obstruents (Vaux 1992).
Adjarian first noticed this change in the modern dialect of Van, in which back vowels
are consistently fronted after historically voiced obstruents (which are synchronically
voiceless in Van) as shown in Table 66.3:

Tab. 66.3: Examples of Adjarian’s Law

Classical form Modern form Gloss

bah pæχ ‘spade’

danak tænæk ‘knife’

gaṙn kjær ‘sheep’

bołk pøχk ‘radish’

dzu tsy ‘egg’

Some dialects exhibit a similar rule affecting vowel quality without fronting, giving a
clue as to the origin of this change. Consider the data from Malatya Armenian in Table
66.4 (Danielyan 1967); these IPA values are the authors’ interpretation of Danielyan’s
phonetic descriptions.

Tab. 66.4: Vowel differentiation in Malatya Armenian

Earlier form Malatya Gloss

thas thɑs ‘cup’

photh phɔth ‘plait’

phukh phʊkh ‘breath’

das thɐs ‘lesson’

boyth photh ‘thumb’

bukh phukh ‘snowstorm’

The Malatya minimal pairs in Table 66.4 suggest that the historical contrast in voicing
on consonants has turned into a different contrast in vowels, involving [atr] (advanced
tongue root); /ɐ o u/ can be analysed as [+atr], and /ɑ ɔ ʊ/ as [-atr]. If voiced consonants
are specified with the feature [+atr] (Vaux 1998), this change is simply represented as
the spreading of [atr] from consonants to their following vowels. In Malatya, voicing on
stops has then neutralized, phonologizing this change.
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This can be seen as similar to an earlier stage of the rule in dialects such as Van,
where the rule specifies fronting rather than a change in [atr]. In the relevant dialects,
the first change was that the feature [atr] spread from consonants to their following
vowels. Dialects such as Van then innovated a further rule, whereby [αatr] → [-αback];
the contrast in [atr] on vowels was mapped by this second rule into a contrast in [back],
the end result of which is equivalent to back vowels being fronted after historical voiced
obstruents. Then, in Van, Malatya, and many other dialects, the voicing contrast in stops
was neutralized.

A significant number of modern Armenian dialects have innovated a system of vowel
harmony that was not present in Classical Armenian; these systems are typologically
very common, and their presence in Armenian likely reflects areal influence from other
neighbouring vowel harmony systems like that of Turkish (Vaux 1998).

The dialect of Aresh, for example, was spoken until 1918 in the region around the
southeast corner of the Mingachevir reservoir, near Yevlax and Mingachevir (Lusentsʿ
1982). We may interpret the description of the surface vowel inventory in Aresh provided
by Lusentsʿ in the following way:

Tab. 66.5: Aresh vowel inventory

i y əi u

ɛ œ ə ə̊ ɔ

æ ɑ

Of these vowels, Lusentsʿ designates [ɑ ə ə̊ əi u ɔ] as “heavy”, [i æ y œ] as “light”, and
[ɛ] as “neutral”.

Each affix in Aresh comes in two forms: a “heavy” (back) one and a “light” (front)
one, determined by the vowel in the root of the word. For the Classical derivational
suffix -akan, for example, we have allomorphs -ɑkɑn and -ækæn; Aresh tɑlɑkɑn ‘debt’
< tal ‘give’, while gjœlækæn ‘future’ (with root vowel fronted by Adjarian’s Law)
< gal ‘come’. The same holds for inflectional affixes, such as the genitive ending -i
> -ɑ ~ r -æ. For khaɾ ‘stone’ we have khɑɾ, gen. khɑɾɑ; but for amis ‘month’ we
have æmis, gen. æmisæ.

4. Morphology

The nominal morphology of Armenian has been radically slimmed down over its history
from Classical Armenian, and even more so from Proto-Indo-European. Classical Arme-
nian has seven nominal declensions showing limited ablaut, a change from the Indo-
European system in which the vowels in roots, suffixes, and endings underwent extensive
ablaut in accordance with the position of the mobile accent (Beekes 2011). Classical
Armenian had already lost the inherited gender distinction of masculine, feminine, and
neuter, so nominals were inflected only for number and case; this was entirely done by
fusional markers, where for the most part a single morpheme marked each number-case
combination (Meillet 1936; Olsen 1999).
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Modern Armenian, by contrast, has only one productive declension, with separate
number and case morphemes and no fusion (Halle and Vaux 1998). We can see the
contrast between Classical Armenian’s multiple fusional genitive plural affixes and
SEA’s separation of number and case and levelling of declensions in the forms for ‘wa-
ter’ and ‘hair’ (Table 66.6).

Tab. 66.6: Development of agglutination in the SEA genitive plural

Classical ǰ(u)r ocʿ

her acʿ

gen. pl. ROOT PL GEN

| |

SEA ( ) dʒ(u)ɾ ɛɾ i

hɛɾ ɛɾ i

The verbal system has undergone a significant realignment since the Classical Armenian
period, in which each morphological form shifts in meaning to become the marker for
a different verbal category, and new grammaticalized forms are created for categories to
which no previously existing morphological form has shifted. The overall picture is
something resembling a chain shift, although it should be noted that this shift is not a
single entity, since the individual changes did not take place in the same period. There
is also considerable dialectal variation with regard to which shifts took place, and which
new grammaticalized forms were created.

The Classical Armenian verb has a present, an aorist, and an imperfect; of these, the
present and aorist have indicative and subjunctive forms. There is no future tense inherit-
ed from Indo-European, but the aorist subjunctive endings already come to have future
meaning by the classical period, as well as conveying intention or desire (Vaux 1995).
Also during the classical period, the present subjunctive form disappears, and it is pre-
served in none of the modern dialects (Weitenberg 1993).

In Cilician Middle Armenian, the function of the present subjunctive comes to be
filled by the original present indicative of Classical Armenian, inherited from Indo-
European; in almost all of the modern dialects, this form continues to have subjunctive
rather than indicative force (see Vaux 2013 for one exception − the Khodorjur dialect −
which preserves it as an indicative in certain contexts).

In turn, the present indicative function is filled by a periphrastic formation that arose
late in the classical period. This uses the collocation kay ew, literally ‘there exists
and’, followed by a conjugated form of the classical present (Karst 1901). This formation
may originally have had a progressive meaning, evidenced by certain grammatical re-
strictions in the modern dialects; in SWA, for example, the descendant /gu/ of kay
ew cannot normally be used with stative verbs, resembling the behavior of progressive
forms in other languages such as English. In Cilician Middle Armenian, the reduced
form /gu/ had become the standard marker of the present tense. In SWA and many other
western dialects, this marker continues the present tense function, but in SEA and other
eastern dialects, it has become a future tense marker.
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The late Classical Armenian future tense, expressed by the original aorist subjunctive,
disappears in Middle Armenian and the modern dialects, to be replaced by various peri-
phrastic formations. In Middle Armenian, the future tense is expressed by the conjugated
verb gɑmim ‘want’ followed by the infinitive; none of the modern dialects retain
this formation. As noted above, most eastern dialects have the future function performed
by the Middle Armenian present tense, from the original progressive. This use of ‘want’
to form the future, as well as being cross-linguistically common, is a characteristic of
the Balkan Sprachbund (Joseph 1983); this is geographically linked to the Byzantine and
Ottoman empires, which also happen to be the most plausible sources of influence on
Cilician Armenian.

In most modern western dialects, the future is instead expressed by an old periphrastic
form that came from an obligatory mood formation in Middle Armenian: this was an
invariant form piti ‘it is necessary’ followed by a conjugated form of the classical
present. This was not present as a separate mood as such in Classical Armenian, but the
formation developed from an impersonal construction piti or ‘it is necessary
that’. In SEA and many other eastern dialects, this obligatory formation survives with
its original force (Dum-Tragut 2009).

An interesting new verbal formation has developed in some Western dialects. The
Balkan Sprachbund was coextensive with the Byzantine domain (Sandfeld 1930) and
the Ottoman domain, and Armenia was under the control of both of these for around
one thousand years, so we might expect there to be some Balkan influence on the mor-
phology of modern Armenian. One potential such feature is the evidential, or mediative
(Donabédian 1996, 2001).

The normal shape of the perfect in Standard Western Armenian is periphrastic: it
consists of the aorist stem marked with a perfect participle suffix, followed by a form
of the auxiliary ‘be’ inflected for tense, person, and number. But many varieties of
spoken Western Armenian contain two different perfect participle suffixes which impart
two slightly different meanings, as in the following two constructions:

(1) a.
bɑɾg-ɑdz ɛ-n
lie.down-PPL be-3.PL
‘they are lying down’

b.
bɑɾg-ɛɾ ɛ-n
lie.down-MED be-3.PL
‘they are supposedly/probably/unfortunately lying down’

The former of these is the unmarked perfect, using the perfect participle suffix - -ɑdz.
The latter is the marked, “mediative” perfect, using - -ɛɾ. Donabédian (1996, 2001)
reports that there are significant differences in the interpretation of the evidential partici-
ple that distinguish it from the unmarked perfect participle in -ɑdz; these differences
have to do with aspect, modality, and discourse conditions.

The evidential is appropriate when there is some contribution from the speaker over
and above the assertion that the proposition P expressed by the sentence is true. This
contribution can take the following forms, hence the variable gloss ‘supposedly/proba-
bly/unfortunately’ above:
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− The speaker did not witness the event reported in P; P is asserted on the basis of
hearsay or inference.

− P is contrary to the speaker’s expectation or accidental.
− The speaker does not approve of what is related in P.
− The speaker does not commit herself to the veracity of P.

Taking the ‘lying down’ example in (1), Donabédian (2001) observes that if the media-
tive perfect bɑɾgɛɾ ɛn is uttered by a mother-in-law about her daughters-in-law, a likely
interpretation would be that the former does not approve of or is surprised by the latters’
behavior. If, on the other hand, the unmarked perfect participle bɑrgɑdz is used, the
utterance has a more matter-of-fact flavor, in which the speaker does not include any
implicit commentary on how she feels about the fact that her daughters-in-law are rest-
ing.

One can also use a fixed 3rd singular past subjunctive form of ‘be’, jɛʁɛɾ, as an
evidential particle with predicates of any form, mediative or otherwise; this encodes the
same four properties already seen. Aytĕnean (1883) attributes this use of the form to
influence from Turkish -mış.

5. Syntax

With respect to a specific cluster of syntactic features, the varieties of Armenian fall into
two typological categories, summarized in Table 66.7:

Tab. 66.7: Typological categorization of Armenian varieties

Type Varieties of Armenian Features

i. head-initial Classical Armenian unmarked SVO word order
Middle Armenian prepositions

adjectives can follow head noun
Indo-European (fusional) inflection

ii. head-final Modern Armenian unmarked SOV word order
postpositions
preposed modifiers
agglutinative inflection

To illustrate the differences between the two categories in Table 66.7, consider the fol-
lowing representative noun phrases and relative clauses in Classical and Modern Armeni-
an (data modified from Achaṛyan 1911: 24):

(2) noun phrase: ‘my neighbor’s son Leon’s books’ pages’
a. Classical

thɛɾth-kh gɾ-ɔtsh Lɛwɔn-i ɔɾdw-ɔj dɾɑtshw-ɔj im-ɔj
page-PL book-GEN.PL Leon-GEN son-GEN neighbor-GEN my-GEN
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b. MWA

thəɾɑtshi-i-s dəʁ-u-n lɛvɔn-i-n khiɾkh-ɛɾ-u-n
neighbor-GEN-1.POSS son-GEN-DEF Leon-GEN-DEF book-PL-GEN-DEF

thɛɾth-ɛɾ-ə
page-PL-DEF

(3) relative clause: ‘I saw the bird that was singing in the tree’
a. Classical

tɛs-i z-thrtʃ hun-n ɔɾ ɛɾg-ɛːɾ i vɛɾɑj tsɑr-ɔj-n
see-AOR.1.SG SPEC-bird-DEF REL sing-3.SG.IMF in on tree-GEN-DEF

b. MWA

dzɑɾ-i-n vəɾɑ jɛɾkh-ɔʁ thəɾtʃ hun-ə dɛs-ɑ
tree-GEN-DEF on sing-SUBJ.PPL bird-DEF see-AOR.1.SG

As the facts in (2) and (3) demonstrate, a significant syntactic realignment occurred at
some point between the Middle and Modern Armenian periods (according to Karst 1901:
407, Middle Armenian preserved “pure [Classical] Armenian syntax”). (One should not
infer from this that all of the changes that now distinguish Modern Armenian from
Classical Armenian happened after the Middle Armenian period. In fact, many of the
characteristics of Modern Armenian first appear in Middle Armenian, such as periphras-
tic verb formations [e.g. Middle Armenian and MWA gu dam ‘I give’, bidi dam ‘I will/
must give’ vs. Classical tam, tach, respectively] and the Modern -[n]er plural morpheme
[cf. Classical -kh].) This realignment is traditionally linked to the significant influence
of Turkish in the Armenian-speaking world following the invasion of Asia Minor by
various Turkic tribes beginning in the eleventh century. In fact, it is often observed
anecdotally that Modern Armenian is simply Armenian phonology and morphology with
Turkish syntax (cf. Pedersen 1906: 472; Adjarian 1909: 8). The syntactic similarities
between Modern Armenian and Turkish can be seen by comparing the Modern Armenian
structures in (2b) and (3b) to their Turkish equivalents in (4a) and (4b) respectively; the
primary difference is in the relative order of the genitive and possessive markers − GEN-
POSS in Armenian but POSS-GEN in Turkish.

(4) Comparison of Modern Armenian and Turkish noun phrases and relative clauses
a. ‘my neighbor’s son Leon’s books’ pages’

thəɾɑtshi-i-s dəʁ-u-n lɛvɔn-i-n khiɾkh-ɛɾ-u-n
neighbor-GEN-1.POSS son-GEN-DEF Leon-GEN-DEF book-PL-GEN-DEF
komşu-m-un oğl-u Levon-ın kitab-lar-ı-nın
neighbor-1.POSS-GEN son-GEN Leon-GEN book-PL-3-GEN
thɛɾth-ɛɾ-ə
page-PL-DEF
yaprak-lar-ı
page-PL-3
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b. ‘I saw the bird that was singing in the tree’
dzɑɾ-i-n vəɾɑ jɛɾkh-ɔʁ thəɾtʃ hun-ə dɛs-ɑ
tree-GEN-DEF on sing-SUBJ.PPL bird-DEF see-AOR.1.SG
ağac-ın üstün-de öt-en kuş-u gör-dü-m
tree-GEN on-LOC sing-SUBJ.PPL bird-DEF.ACC see-AOR-1.SG

Other morphosyntactic innovations in Modern Armenian that have been attributed to
Turkish influence include the development of agglutinative nominal morphology (dis-
cussed above, 4), the appearance of a fixed position for nonspecific objects (immediately
before the verb; cf. Comrie 1984), the creation of a special construction for yes-no
questions, the development of periphrastic passive formations with ablative agents, and
the declension of adpositions (Achaṛyan 1952: 198, section 7.5).

Armenian has had extensive contact with other languages as well; in fact most speak-
ers of Armenian are bilingual, typically also speaking one or more of the languages
Russian, Turkish, Georgian, Arabic, English, and French. However, these languages do
not (with the exception of Turkish) appear to have had a significant influence on Armeni-
an syntax. A notable exception is Persian, which has noticeably influenced the syntax
of several Iranian Armenian varieties. Achaṛyan (1911: 284) noted that the Maragha
dialect appears to have borrowed from Persian the ability to attach direct object clitics
to verbs; in Maragha these clitics are homophonous with the possessive clitics, as in (5).

(5) direct object clitics in Maragha (Achaṛyan 1911: 284)
a.

mɛ dzi pərn-ɛ-nkh-ət
a horse take-THEME.V-1PL-2SG.CLITIC
‘let’s take a horse for you’

SEA equivalent:

mi dzi bərn-ɛ-nkh khɛz hɑmɑɾ
a horse take-THEME.V-1PL you.SG.ACC for

b.
phətɔt-ɛ-s ɛɹ-əd
seek-THEME.V-PPL PAST-2SG.CLITIC
‘he/she/it was looking for you’

SEA equivalent:

khɛz kə phəntr-ɛɾ
you.SG.ACC IMF seek-3SG.IMF

The same construction is found in Teheran Armenian, as in (6) (from Karine Megerdoo-
mian (p.c.); cf. also Muradyan et al. 1977, feature 675).

(6)
kə-χəph-ɛ-m-ət
FUT-hit-THEME.V-1SG-2SG.CLITIC
‘I will hit you’
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Syntactic influence from Persian arguably also surfaces in the formation of relative
clauses with a resumptive pronoun in Teheran Armenian, as with iɹɑn-itsh in (7)
(data from Karine Megerdoomian, p.c.).

(7)
ɛn kin-ə vɔɹ jɛs iɹɑn-itsh ɛs giɹkh-ə vɛɹtshəɹ-ɑ-m
that woman-DEF which I her-ABL this book-DEF buy-THEME.V-1SG
‘the woman I bought this book from’

SEA equivalent:

ɑjn kin-ə vɔɾ-itsh ɑjs giɾkh-ə vɛɾtshəɾ-ɛ-tsh-i
that woman-DEF which-ABL this book-DEF buy-THEME-AOR-1SG

One syntactic similarity between Armenian dialects (past and present) and European
languages such as French, German, and Dutch is in the formation of the perfect using
an auxiliary ‘have’ or ‘be’. In Benveniste’s (1952) analysis, he draws an analogy between
the so-called “transitive perfect” − which he describes as being used with transitive
verbs − and a possessive construction:

(8) “transitive perfect”

nora ē gorc-eal
3SG.GEN be.3SG do-PPL
‘(s)he/it has done/accomplished’

(9) possession

nora ē handerj
3SG.GEN be.3SG garment
‘(s)he has a garment’

In both constructions, we have a copula whose “subject” is in the genitive. This is
supported by the fact that the lexical verb unim ‘have’ is sometimes used to express the
perfect in Middle Armenian, as in zkʿ ałakʿ n aṙac unēin ‘they
had taken the city’, i nerkʿ sē pahac uni ‘he has kept [it] inside’
(Aytĕnean 1866.2: 96−97).

This can also be seen in the development of some modern dialects. In the Hamshen
subdialect of Köprücü, for example, we see by comparing the forms in (10a) with those
in (10b) that the perfect is expressed using a marker -ui.

(10) a. dzidzɑʁ-ɑdz ɑ ‘he laughed’
mɛɹ-ɑdz ɑ ‘he died’
ɛg-ɑdz ɑ ‘he came’

b. dzidzɑʁ-ɑdz ui ‘I (have) laughed’
*mɛɹ-ɑdz ui ‘I (have) died’
*eg-ɑdz ui ‘I (have) come’
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In the second person singular we have -uɛs, in the third person singular -uɑ. Given its
use in the past tense, deriving from the original perfect, we can take this -ui, -uɛs, -uɑ
marker to come from a grammaticalization of the original lexical verb unim.

Benveniste analyzes the Classical Armenian data in (8) as part of a split ergative
system, in which transitives behave differently from intransitives in taking this kind of
perfect construction; split ergativity is common to other languages of the region. Indeed,
the similarity between this system and that of western European languages had already
been noticed by earlier Armenian writers; Aytĕnean (1866, 2: 96−97) commented: “The
modern European languages seem to parallel our 12th century language, using have with
transitive verbs and be with intransitives and middles.”

In fact, after Benveniste’s time (Burzio 1986), it was realized that the division in the
western European perfect is not transitive-intransitive, but unaccusative-non-unaccusa-
tive. Unaccusative verbs (passives, raising verbs [seem, appear], come, go, arrive,
fall …) take only an internal argument, prototypically when this argument is a patient
or undergoes a change of state. The rest of intransitive verbs, unergative verbs (work,
sing, dance, cough, laugh …) take an external argument, which prototypically plays an
agentive thematic role.

6. Lexicon

As well as changes to the lexicon in the form of loanwords, there have been various
idiosyncratic semantic changes to individual native Armenian words. We quickly outline
two examples here to give a flavor of historical Armenian-internal lexicology.

− The word haw is often glossed for Classical Armenian as ‘bird’, which is the
reconstructed meaning of its PIE etymon *h2éwis (Martirosyan 2010), cf. Latin avis,
Greek αἰετός ‘eagle’. Strohmeyer (1983) concludes from a philological investigation
that the word has a somewhat narrower meaning in Armenian than its etymon, pri-
marily referring to “birds which are useful to men” (Martirosyan 2010). In most mod-
ern dialects (with the exception of Van), the word’s range has narrowed further to
mean only ‘chicken’; the frozen plural haw-kh has come to mean the more generic
‘bird’.

− The Classical Armenian verb kʿ unem ‘sleep’ has two reflexes in the modern
dialects. The original sense of ‘sleep’ is continued in the irregularly altered form
khənɛl, perhaps generalized from the oblique stem kʿ n- of the associated noun kʿ un
‘sleep’. The regular outcome khunɛl has come to mean ‘futuere’ throughout the in-
formal registers of the modern dialects. Petrosyan (2007) suggests that this meaning
was influenced by a reflex of PIE *keh2- ‘love’ (cf. Sanskrit kā- ‘desire’, English
whore), but Martirosyan (2010) contests that the two roots are formally too distant,
and argues that the shift ‘sleep’ > ‘futuere’ is semantically plausible without interfer-
ence from other lexemes.

7. Texts

To illustrate the evolution of Armenian in the historical period, we give the text of the
Lord’s Prayer in several varieties of Armenian dialects.
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(11) Classical Armenian (Ēǰmiacin ms. 229, 989 A.D.)
. . .

. .
. .
. .

.

hayr mer or yerkins. surb ełicʿ i anun kʿ o. ekecʿ ē arkʿ ayutʿ iwn kʿo. ełicʿ in kamkʿ kʿo
orpēs yerkins ew yerkri. zhacʿ mer hanapazord tur mez aysawr. ew tʿ oł mez zpartis
mer. orpēs ew mekʿ tʿ ołumkʿ merocʿ partapanacʿ . ew mi tanir zmez i pʿ oɾdzutʿ iwn.
aył pʿ rkea zmez i čʿ arē. zi kʿ o ē arkʿ ayutʿ iwn ew zawrutʿ iwn ew pʿ ar̄kʿ yawiteans
amēn.

(12) Standard Eastern Armenian
, . .

. , .
.
. , .

.
.

hɑjɾ mɛɾ, vɔɾ jɛɾkənkhum ɛs. suɾph thɔʁ lini khɔ ɑnunə. khɔ thɑgɑvɔɾuthjunə thɔʁ
gɑ. khɔ kɑmkhə thɔʁ lini jɛɾkɾi vəɾɑ, intʃ hpɛs vɔɾ jɛɾkənkhum ɛ. mɛɾ hɑnɑpɑzɔɾjɑ
hɑtshə tuɾ mɛz ɑjsɔɾ. jɛv thɔʁ mɛz mɛɾ pɑɾtkhɛɾə intʃ hpɛs jɛv mɛnkh ɛnkh thɔʁnum
mɛɾ pɑɾtɑkɑnnɛɾin. jɛv mi tɑɾ mɛz phɔɾdzuthjɑn, ɑjl phəɾkiɾ mɛz tʃ hɑɾitsh.
vɔɾɔvhɛtɛv khɔn: ɛ thɑgɑvɔɾuthjunə jɛv zɔɾuthjunə jɛv phɑrkhə hɑvitjɑnəs. ɑmɛn.

(13) Standard Western Armenian
, . .

.
,

. , .
: .

ɔv hɑjɾ mɛɾ vɔɾ jɛɾginkhn ɛs, khu ɑnunəth suɾph əl:ɑ. khu thɑkhɑvɔɾuthjunəth khɑ.
khu gɑmkhəth əl:ɑ intʃ hbɛs jɛɾginkhə nujnbɛs jɛɾgɾi vəɾɑ. mɛɾ ɑmɛnɔɾvɑn hɑtshə
ɑjsɔɾ ɑl mɛzi duɾ, mɛzi nɛɾɛ mɛɾ bɑɾdkhɛɾə intʃ hbɛs mɛnkh ɑl gə nɛɾɛnkh mɛɾ
bɑɾdɑgɑn:ɛɾun. u mɛz phɔɾtshuthjɑn mi dɑniɾ, hɑbɑ tʃ hɑɾɛn mɛz ɑzɑdɛ. khɑnzi
khugəth ɛ thɑkhɑvɔɾuthjunə jɛv zɔɾuthjunə u phɑrkhə hɑvidjɑnəs: ɑmɛn.

(14) Zok (Vaux 2008)
: ,

. ,
, , : ,

, ,
, .

, , , : :

ɑ́nun hɔɾ jɛv ɔɾthɔ jɛv ɔkhújn səɾphɔ́ ɑ́mːɛn. miɾ ɑphí ɔɾ jɛɾkənkhúmnəs, suɾph næn
khu ɑ́nunu. khu thɑkhɑvɔɾuthjúnə miɾ væɾín mənɔ miʃt, hɑmːɑn əzæhætsəth
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kɑtɑɾvi, úɾti jɛɾkənkhúmn, ɑ́nti æl jɛɾkɾí væɾín: miɾ ɔɾvɑ hɔtshə həsɑ́ni miz, jɛv
thuʁ miʃt miz pɑɾtɑkɑn, ɔɾ mikh æl pɔɾtkh tʃ həmənɔnkh miɾutsh, jɛv miʃt miz hǽri
pǽhis tʃ hɑɾitsh, mænæk phəɾkis tʃ hɑɾuthjúnitsh. khɑni ɔɾ əʃχɑ́ɾkhɑməs
thɑkhɑvɔɾuthjúnu, úʒu, næn pɑ́tivə, khunn ɑ miʃt: ɑmːɛn.

(15) Marash (http://hyeforum.com/index.php?showtopic=15940)

:
:

:

miɾ bɔbə khi iɾginkhn is khínid ɑdunit suɾp thɔnːɔ khínit thɛkɛvyɾythynət thɔʁ kɔ
khínid gɔmkhit thɔnːɔ tʃ hɔtsh khi iɾginkhi indɛn ɛ gidɛnɑn ivɾɛn miɾ ɑmɛnɑvyɾ
hɔtshə œsœɾ miz duɾ hɛm miɾ bɔɾdɛkhə miz bɑʁəʃɛ tʃ hɔtsh khi minkh ɛ miɾ
bɑɾdɑgɑnɔtshə gə bɑʁəʃinkh: hɛm miz phɔɾtsəthɑn mi dɑnɑ hɑbɔ tʃ hɔɾɛn miz
phəɾgɛ: intʃ hu khi khinid e thɛkɛvyɾythynə zɔɾythynə phɑrkhə hɑvidjɑnəs
hɑvidɛnitsh ɑmɛn.

(16) Zeytun (http://hyeforum.com/index.php?showtopic=15940)

:

:

ɔv mɛj bɔbə ɔj ijginkhn is khu ɑnunət sujp thɔʁnɑ. khu thɛkɛvyjythynət thuʁ kɔ.
khu gɔmkhət thuʁ lɑ, intʃ hbɛs ijginkhə indɛn ɛl ijgɛjin vijɔ: mij ɑmɛnœjvɛn hɔtshə
ɛsœj miz duj: yɛv miz nɛjɛ mits bɔjdkhə, tʃ hɔtsh ɔɾ minkh ɛl gə nɛjinkh mij bɔjdkhi
dɛjɛjun. jɛv miz phɔjtsuthɑn mi dɑnɛj, hɑbɔ tʃ hɔjɛn miz ɑzɑdɛ. vɔjɛvhɛdɛv khinn
ɛ thɛkɛvyjythynə jɛv zɔjuthynə u phɑrkhə. hɑvidjɑnəs hɑvidɛnitsh ɑmɛn:

(17) Kesab (Adjarian 1911)
, , ‘ .

, , ‘ .
, , ,

́ . ,
, , , :

œv mɛɾ bybə, suɾph ɛʁni khɛ ænun, khɛ thɛkhɛvyɾuthynə thəʁ ghɔ. khɛ iɾɑdɛthəd
ənːɔ, tʃ hytsh əɾ khi iɾgjɑnkhə, thəɾzɛn ɛl i ghɛdinə. mɛɾ ɑmɛnɛvyɾ hɔətshə duɾ mɛz
ɛs ɛvyɾ ɛl, mɛɾ bɔɾdkhə mɛzi bɑʁəʃlɑmuʃ əɾɔ, tʃ hytsh əɾ khi mɛnkh ginɔnkh
mɛɾɔntshə, vɛ zəzmɛz phɔɾtshiuthjɑn mí dɑnɔ. hɑbɔ χɑləsɔ i tʃ hɑɾɛn, tʃ hynkhi khɛ
ɛ thɛkhɛvyɾuthynə, ʃɛɾɛfə, ʁuvɛthə, hɑvidijins hɑvidɔnitsh ɑmɔn.
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